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THE OPPORTUNITY 

Smart Insight enables you to store and analyze large volumes of data in a Big Data model. It provides 
real-time, clear, transparent and actionable intelligence, so you can understand and target your 
customers.

Understand

Visual analyses provide the answers to the key questions for your business. Learn what drives your 
customers, predict their behavior and measure the impact of each customer communication on your 
business.

Target your customers accurately

Treat your customers based on who they are now, and how they are likely to behave in the future, by 
creating smarter customer segments that drive results. 

Data-Driven Marketing

Smart Insight is a customer intelligence platform, developed to maximize return from customer engagement. 
Powered by advanced scoring models and predictive algorithms, Smart Insight helps you to accurately 
understand and target your customers.

The CHALLENGE
Customers generate vast amounts of data when they interact with your brand, both online and offl  ine. 
But usually it’s fragmented and not unifi ed, making it a challenge to draw insights from it. In many cases 
it’s not even used.
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How Does it Work?
First off, Smart Insight analyzes relevant behavioral information such as your customers’ online 
behavior and all your historical sales data.  
Smart Insight then runs all this information in your customer profiler to discover behavioral patterns, 
segment your customers and recommend scoring parameters based on factors such as:

• Their engagement with your site

• How recently they made a purchase

• The frequency of their purchases

• Their total monetary value 

Using the information like this, you can automate multichannel campaigns to sophisticated segments 
of your customer base, triggered by their interaction with your site. Visual dashboards showcase 
Smart Metrics, which demonstrate the impact of your marketing strategy. 

Engagement

How did a customer last engage with you, when and on what channel?

Recency

When did a customer place their last order?

Frequency

How often has your customer ordered?

Monetary

How much money are your customers spending?
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HOW WILL IT FIT INTO YOUR B2C 
MARKETING CLOUD?

Data 

Data synchronization ensures your 
contact database is always up-to-
date, allowing you to send more timely, 
relevant campaigns.

Automation Center

Create sophisticated, responsive 
emails in our visual CMS. The 
Automation Center will trigger them 
to the right customers at the right 
time, based on their behavior.

Web Extend

Web Extend is a data collection script 
which plugs directly into your site to 
monitor shopping behavior. It builds 
a unified profile for each one of your 
customers.

Smart Insight 

Smart Insight converts data from all your available 
sources into actionable intelligence. This helps you 
more accurately understand, segment and target your 
customers.

Predict

Predictive Recommendations then 
automatically display products that each 
of your shoppers will love, based on their 
behavioral patterns.

B2C  
MARKETING  

CLOUD

Why Choose Emarsys Smart Insight?

Unified Profile

Consolidates all web, mobile, email, purchase and 
even product returns data into a unified profile for 
each of your customers. You can now attribute 
preferences and shopping behavior to specific 
individuals, even if they’re using multiple devices 
to access your site.     

Intelligent

Converts data into intelligent information via 
scoring models, predictive modelling, smart 
metrics and reports that answer key questions 
about your customer base.

ROI-focused

Success is measured in purchases and revenue, 
showcased on a handy preset dashboard. Quick 
and easy to set up.

Integrated 

Smart Insight connects every part of the Emarsys 
B2C Marketing Cloud to your webshops, without 
compromise.     

Practical

A complementary insight layer shows turn-key 
use cases per vertical.     

Actionable 

See, analyze, segment and act - all from the same 
platform.    

User-friendly 

An attractive, easy-to-use interface makes it 
simple to gain insight and start impacting your 
revenue right away.
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How Smart Marketers use Emarsys Smart Insight

Customer Analysis

1-to-1 Targeting

Performance check-in

Monitor how you’re converting your customers 
at each stage of their lifecycles, with daily trends 
and conversion rates.

Holistic view of your customers

Combine online and offline purchases from all 
touchpoints into a single customer view.

Customer Lifetime Spend

Analyze historical spend and estimate future 
value per customer for all lifecycle stages.

Cost of Acquisition

Budget how much you should spend on acquiring 
a lead by knowing their likely future value.

Advanced Segmentation

See a snapshot of your customers broken down 
by lifecycle and spend. Know your active small 
spenders from your platinum defecting buyers.

Customer Affinities

View the affinity that your customers and leads 
have for your different product categories.

Best Sellers

Check out your top-performing items and product 
categories.

Export Reports

Update your Board with visualized reporting, 
exportable to CSV and PDF.

Personalized Campaigns

Run programs and campaigns driven by a 
constantly evolving, holistic view of your 
customers’ online and offline behavior.

Loyalty programs

Run programs to reward the loyalty of your 
regular customers.

Conversion Campaigns

Grow your active buyers segment by targeting 
shoppers with the right content at the right time.

Defecting Buyer Programs

Offer incentives at just the right time to win 
customers back before they are likely to defect.

New Lead Activation

Follow up on the leads who didn’t react to your 
welcome program.

Stock Updates

Product affinity scoring gives you exactly the right 
customers for last-chance sales, or when products 
they love are back in stock.

Cross- and Up-sell Campaigns

Remind your customers to restock just as their 
products begin to run out.

New Product Launches

Advertize new products to the customers who are 
most likely to be interested.
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Evolution Slimming achieved a 270% return on 
their investment and are projecting a 1.10%
annual revenue uplift thanks to Smart Insight.

Animal Planet Pet Food saw a 9% increase in 
converting fi rst-time buyers to repeat purchasers, 
and an 11% conversion rate from campaigns sent 
to high-spending, defecting customers.

SUCCESS STORIES

Check out the results our customers are seeing the world over.

What do our customers say?

“Today’s customers are looking for a personalized approach, along 
their entire lifecycle. We are convinced that choosing Emarsys 
enables us not only to perform automated email marketing but also, 
thanks to Smart Insight, intelligent and di� erentiated customer 
engagement – exactly what our customers are asking for.”

Todd McElmurray European eCommerce Marketing Director, Toys ‘R’ Us

“We’ve used Smart Insight for many di� erent things; one is about 
understanding which customers are moving from lapsed to active 
- or unfortunately the other way. It’s also enabled us to focus on 
particular product category groups and really understand the 
active segments within surf, snow & skate, and make sure that 
we’re making the right marketing e� orts for those customers.”

Jon Lane COO, Surfdome

Features

GENERAL

• Unlimited purchase data storage (online and 
offl  ine)       

• Easy-to-install script which captures web 
behavior (Web Extend)

• Visual campaign reports, exportable to CSV 
and PDF

SEGMENTATION

• Calculated fi elds for segmentation such as 
total spend, number of purchases, average 
spend, etc.

• Smart fi elds for segmentation, such as 
predicted affi  nity to product category

• Relational segmentation, e.g. for people who 
spent a specifi c amount on a specifi c product 
category
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Dashboard

• Breakdown of customers 
per lifecycle

• Conversion rate per lifecycle 
using the defined Recency 
parameters

• Daily trend to demonstrate 
how many customers 
purchased vs. how many 
defected (per lifecycle 
segment)

• Average order and popular 
category by lifecycle 
segment

• Impact of present and 
future revenue from 
conversions in the last 30 
days

• Customer lifetime value: 
past and predicted future 
spend is broken down by 
customer lifecycle stage

• Alerts in case of issues with 
the daily data loads

• Smart Metrics to showcase 
number of purchases in a 
customer’s lifetime, and the 
number of days between 
purchases

Lead Lifecycle Screen

• See how leads are 
distributed according to 
engagement and acquisition 
channel

• Breakdown of leads by 
lifecycle and lead source

• Filter and save Customer 
Lifecycle segments, directly 
on the page

Average Order Value

• Average order value over 
time broken down by 
lifecycle

• Popular categories, based 
on the total orders per 
month, per lifecycle

• Advanced filters for detailed 
analysis

Customer Lifecycle 
Screen
• View where your customers 

are in their lifecycle and 
how they’re engaging with 
your brand

• Breakdown of customer 
lifecycle and spend

• Filter pane to fine-tune the 
selection and save as a 
segment

CUSTOMER LIFECYCLE MODULE 

Current Product Affinity

• Visualization to showcase 
customer affinity to current 
product categories, based 
on number of interested 
customers

• Recency of this affinity

• Coverage of this affinity, i.e. 
how many of your contacts 
have either visited the site 
or clicked on a product

• Filter and segment your 
customers

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Past Purchases
• See the items and product 

categories that sell well, the 
ones that do not, and filter 
them by customer lifecycle 
stages 

• Visualization to showcase 
past purchases of product 
categories

• Filter and segment your 
customers

Best Sellers

• Visualization to showcase 
the top-performing product 
categories, based on spend 
and number of purchases

• Advanced filters for detailed 
analysis 

Revenue Impact

• Retention revenue impact 
over time vs. First-time 
purchases

• Filter by product, customer 
or purchase attributes 
for detailed analysis and 
investigation

Settings Module

• Quick view of the ERFM 
(Engagement, Recency, 
Frequency and Monetary 
value) settings

• Visual campaign reports, 
exportable to CSV and PDF

PRODUCT AFFINITY MODULE
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